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Abstract: Intrusion detection systems (IDS) is a hardware device or software application, which uses 

the known intrusion signatures to detect and analyze the inbound and outbound network traffic if there is 

an abnormality activity. Intrusion prevent system (IPS) supplements the intrusion detection system (IDS) 

configuration by actively checking the incoming traffic of the system to clear malicious requests. researcher 

group has been worked an updated review on the use of IDPs to identify vulnerabilities in various channels 

for accessing data through a network or system and the prevention mechanisms used to mitigate intrusions. 

In this review we identified that research and development trends seem to be merging into a multi-agent 

IDPs that is based on and managed by an autonomous computing paradigm, combined with advanced 

technologies such as natural language processing, artificial intelligence, and data mining to help improve 

abnormal ID , Based on its self-managed attributes, such as self-configuration, self-optimization, self-

healing, and self-protection. These autonomous computing attributes must be expanded to include self-

detection and self-prevention. 

1. Introduction 

Intrusion detection systems (IDS) is a hardware device or software application, which uses the known 

intrusion signatures to detect and analyze the inbound and outbound network traffic if there is an 

abnormality activity. Intrusion prevent system (IPS) supplements the intrusion detection system (IDS) 

configuration by actively checking the incoming traffic of the system to clear malicious requests. Typical 

IPS configurations use web application firewalls and traffic filtering solutions to protect application 

security. Therefore, Intrusion detection is a method of observing events in the system and investigating 

potential events, signs of violations or proximity to security measures. Intrusion prevention is a method of 

performing intrusion detection and then stopping the identified situation. Intrusion is a criminal 

demonstration against a data system (for example, a PC system, system, or web framework) that destroys 

or bargains, leaving the system in an unstable state, thereby allowing unauthorized access. Facilitate system 

supervision information system. This should be possible by bypassing, weakening, or investigating 

vulnerabilities on the system. In most cases, intrusion detection systems can find these vulnerabilities. The 

researcher team has conducted an updated investigation on IDPs utilization to distinguish vulnerabilities in 

different channels. These vulnerabilities can obtain information through a system as well as prevention 

components for justifying intrusions [1]. In this review we focusing on background of the existing survey 

paper. 

2.  Background 

Between 1984 and 1986, several researchers conducted more research on intrusion detection systems. James 

P. Anderson's paper [2] introduced the research of Intrusion detection framework (IDS). In the mid-1990s, 

IDS products were first marketed by two organizations, Web Security Framework Inc (ISS) and Wheel-

gathering. They planned a system-based IDS called a true security and cyber officer. ISS Inc. released the 

main form of Genuine Secure 1.0 for Windows NT 4.0. True security uses information bases by 



coordinating tags, but it is not enough to resist new attacks, which becomes fundamentally difficult. At the 

time, Wheel-gathering's Net-leger was a system-based IDS, which was completed on time as early as 1995. 

It works by filtering system traffic. 

 

Wheel-bunch was acquired by Cisco in February 1998. Today, it has become a fundamental part of Cisco 

security. Many analysts find that they are not satisfied with the use of information-based trademark 

coordination innovation because it needs to constantly refresh the database to distinguish new attacks. More 

importantly, system and information bundling transactions began to grow to gigabits at a rate of a few 

megabits per second. This is an important test because it is increasingly difficult to continuously filter, 

investigate traffic, and identify attacks. Therefore, scientists need to plan IDS for fast systems. This 

prompted the creation of host-based IDS, such as TCP Wrappers, Tripwire and Grunt, which can gradually 

study the framework logo. Grunt is a free IDS device, known for its online flexibility and IDS-based 

features. It was first released by Marty Roesch1 for the UNIX framework on December 22, 1998. Later in 

1999, an adapted version of Grunt (version 1.5) was released. It can successfully investigate and record 

information packages gradually; later Michael Davis (Michael Davis) changed it for the Windows 

framework in 2000. [3]. 

Currently, with the development of IDS capabilities, attackers are now exploring ways to detect, bypass, 

and disable IDS before infiltrating the infrastructure, leading to a denial of service (DoS). Security experts 

aim to contain these attacks through the use of intrusion detection and prevention system (IDPs) 

architectures, which are invisible to attackers. It does this by limiting the communications allowed between 

several security mechanisms on the network. As the number of vulnerabilities gradually increases, it is 

important to identify attacks. To this end, there are many reviews of IDPs in [4], the most recent review 

was in 2016. Since then, many things worth reporting has happened. For example, in 2016, the botnet 

recorded the largest DDoS attack. One example is Mirai, which is a botnet that is mainly collected of 

infected routers and security cameras, and low-power less secure devices that have caused many major 

DDoS attacks . 

At this point, society has been embracing data innovation (IT) for a long time. With the development of 

online business, this is now more important than any other time in recent memory. Individuals rely on PC 

systems to provide them with news, stock costs, e-mail and online shopping. The details of individual 

charge cards, clinical records and other personal data are kept in the PC frame. Many organizations consider 

network proximity as an essential part of their business. The inspection network uses the PC framework to 

include inspection and decentralized discovery. The PC controls the basic parts of the country, such as the 

force framework. The respect and accessibility of each of these frameworks must be ensured to prevent 

dangers. Beginner programmers, competing partnerships, radicals and even external governments have 

thought processes and capabilities to perform advanced attacks on PC frameworks. Subsequently, in the 

field of data, more importantly, communication security is critical to the well-being of society and the 

prosperity of money. In addition, to discover protection vulnerabilities, security requires a breakthrough 

intrusion detection and Prevention system (IDPs). 

In most cases, the organization intrusion detection system is the center. The security components here are 

inherently easy to use, precise, easy to control, categorize, respectable and ID. Plug-in attacks can be 

divided into potential attacks and dynamic attacks. This kind of attack is called a functional attack when 

the information is changed or the entire system is facilitated by the information. Normal operation is an 

interference. This can include denial of management (DoS), distributed denial of management (DDoS), 

SQL injection, development, replay attacks, disguise, and changes. A few examples that do not involve 



attacks include traffic inspection, sniffing, and keyloggers. The disadvantage of this check is that the order 

of the intrusion detection system is cited, but it does not appear. Similarly, it is recognized that the 

organization IDPS can distinguish the hub's abnormal behavior only after the damage to the organization's 

assets. 

In existing paper, they completely explained prevention systems and intrusion detection as well as its 

classification, types, advantages and disadvantages, design and architecture. We exploring all these one by 

one in background study. 

2.1  Intrusion detection and prevention systems 
Today, security experts are leaning on security gadgets that add intrusion detection and protection 

capabilities. These capabilities can identify, log potential events, stop attacks and send reports to 

supervisors. Intrusion detection and prevention system (IDP) guarantees the security of the data system. 

While keeping the data system in a safe state, IDP plays an important role in storing information, preventing 

information from being accidentally authorized to be accessed or robbed, and protecting data. Not long ago, 

attackers focused on bank customers who attacked their accounts by mistakenly obtaining personal data (by 

sending phishing messages). 

2.2   Classification of IDPs 
In this section the authors intrusion detection and prevention systems classified in main three categories. 

2.2.1 Type of Intruder 

 This is outside or inside. Outside gatecrashers don't have any type of access rights to the system or 

administrations, while interior interlopers are the individuals who have approved access to the system 

however have restricted rights to the system. 

2.2.2 Second types of intrusions.  

2.2.3 Third detection technology. 

Intrusion detection, abuse detection, non-compliance detection, and status engagement investigations have 

all used three different innovations to a large extent. In terms of detection innovation, they completely 

talked about malicious detection, which is a marker-based detection strategy that can coordinate the attack 

examples and signs of gate attackers and provide a database of known vulnerabilities for programs and 

system vulnerabilities. Odd number-based detection is a behavior-based detection innovation, and its 

contribution can be obtained from the inspection log generated by the working system. A state agreement 

survey is a check that determines changes in agreement conditions. Standards-based procedures include 

choosing solutions based on many rules characterized by regional experts. They can identify known attacks, 

but they cannot identify novel attacks. Managed AI (ML) does not need to be displayed like irregular 

detection. It can learn complex harmful and typical models. The case of AI alone is based on bundle IDP. 

This intrusion detection strategy includes building models using unlabeled information. In any case, their 

speech is not in the same class as the well-regulated role model. 

2.3  Types of IDPs 

2.3.1 Network-Based IDPs 

Network-based IDPs (NIDPs) expertise is designed to examine the Open System Interconnection (OSI) 

model of network, transmission, and application-level data packets. When NIDPS is deployed in a network 

structure with a precise design, NIDPS is the most efficient. It can monitor and evaluate real-time data 

packages for intrusion and make decisions about any suspicious activity. 

 

 



 

2.3.2 Wireless IDPs 

WIDPs is an irregular of NIDPS that can monitor and analyze data packets and protocols on the wireless 

network. Although WIDPS has the capability to examine network traffic, it cannot Perceive abnormal 

activity in the software. 

2.3.3 Network Behavior Analysis (NBA) 

NBA is a variant of NIDPS, with a screening function and decomposition of the flow system to distinguish 

between abnormal exercise due arrange infringement, DDoS attacks or malware that may be created.  

2.3.4 Host-based IDPs 

The host-based IDPs innovation plan distinguishes and prevents application-level intrusion and work 

system intrusion by observing the introduction of a single host into the host. Despite its ability to filter and 

investigate organizational traffic, HIDPS can still break down explicit system settings, such as program 

calls, neighbor security policies, and logs used to check suspicious operations on the host. 

2.4  Design and Architecture 

The current data system has become the target of programmers. The only reason for programmers is to 

eliminate the respect, accessibility and classification of information. Therefore, when planning an IDPs, 

appropriate structural considerations must be considered to enhance its ability to identify hazards and 

prevent them from accessing data systems. In design of intrusion detection and prevention system most 

important thing is sensitivity of it based on speed and accuracy like, true negative case, false negative case, 

true positive case and false positive case. It is identifying by precision, recall and average accuracy. In 

architecture first centralized is using for collecting data from one node or hosts or several hosts. After they 

send data to single medium for data analysis. The next is hierarchical architecture they collecting 

information or data from multiple host and performing utilization based on IDPs layers. The last is 

distributed which is only host to host working for collecting data and analyze. 

3. Conclusion 

In this paper we briefly identified the background of previous research paper of intrusion detection and 

prevention system. In existing paper, the authors completely described intrusion detection its software 

application. They briefly explained classification of intrusion recognition and prevention systems, types of 

it, design and architecture. They main focused on background of intrusion recognition but they cannot 

explain about risk of intrusion detection, not explain security for intrusion and not explain artificial 

intelligent system for intrusion detection. Because they only focused on malicious activity and prevention 

system. it is important focus on machine learning and artificial intelligence advance technology for intrusion 

recognition and prevention system to improve intrusion detection and make intelligent application for it. 

because in machine learning supervised learning is very sufficient for abnormal and normal intrusion 

classification. While unsupervised learning is more reliable for intrusion detection-based cluster. After that 

intelligent application is more powerful for real time intrusion detection. So, it is important to focus on this 

merging area for intrusion detection and prevention system.  

Research and development trends seem to be merging into a multi-agent IDPs that is based on and managed 

by an autonomous computing paradigm, combined with advanced technologies such as natural language 

processing, artificial intelligence, and data mining to help improve abnormal ID , Based on its self-managed 

attributes, such as self-configuration, self-optimization, self-healing, and self-protection. These 

autonomous computing attributes must be expanded to include self-detection and self-prevention. The 



results of these techniques will help analysts distinguish malicious attack activities from normal daily non-

attack activities. They will make IDP intelligent and become a powerful part of the security management 

system. Through rich and simplified alarm processing and the presentation of security violation activities, 

it is easy to use. 
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